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Using the CLEO detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring, we observe B-meson decays to A,+

and report on improved measurements of inclusive branching fractions and momentum spectra of other
baryons. For the inclusive decay B~A,+X with A,+ —+pK m+, we find that the product branching frac-
tion B(B~A,+X)B(A,+~pK m. +)=(0.273+0.051+0.039)%. Our measured inclusive branching frac-
tions to noncharmed baryons are B(B~pX) = ( 8.0+0.5+0.3 )%, B(B—+ AX) = ( 3.8+0.4%0.6)%, and
B(B~:- X)=(0.27+0.05+0.04)%. From these rates and studies of baryon-lepton and baryon-

antibaryon correlations in B decays, we have estimated the branching fraction B(B—+A, X) to be
(6.4+0.8+0.8)%. Combining these results, we calculate B ( A,+ ~pE ~+ ) to be (4.3+1.0+0.8)%.

PACS number(s): 13.25.+ rn, 14.40.Jz

I. INTRODUCTION

Since B mesons can decay into final states with
charmed or noncharmed baryons, they offer a unique lab-
oratory for the study of baryon production in weak de-
cays. The noncharmed baryons such as protons, A' s, and

's may be produced either from the secondary decays
of charmed baryons or directly from hadronization pro-
cesses via virtual 8' or spectator-quark fragmentation.
Inclusive decays of 8 mesons into noncharmed baryons

have already been reported by CLED [1,2] and by
ARGUS [3], who have also presented the first direct evi-
dence [4] for 8 decays to the charmed baryon A,+. Here,
we report on improved measurements of these processes.

In Sec. II, we present the detector description and the
particle identification procedures. Section III describes
the analysis procedures and reports on measurements of
the inclusive branching fractions into various baryons.
In Sec. IV, we discuss various possible mechanisms for
baryon production in B decays and present results on
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baryon-lepton and baryon-antibaryon correlations. In
Sec. V, we make first estimates of several absolute
branching fractions for 8 decays into charmed baryons
and for the charmed baryon A,+ decays into baryons.
Our conclusions and summary are presented in Sec. VI
and an Appendix describes our Monte Carlo model for
8-meson decay to baryons, including fits to the various
momentum spectra.

II. DATA SAMPLE AND
DETECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

This analysis is based on an integrated luminosity of
212 pb

' at the Y(4S) resonance (E, =10.580 GeV)
and 101 pb ' on the continuum at energies just below the
threshold for producing BB ((E, )=10.5 GeV). This
corresponds to about 10 hadronic events at the reso-
nance, of which 240000 are BB pairs [5] and 760000 are
events from the continuum background under it. The
370000 hadronic events at the continuum energies are
used as subtraction to obtain the Y(4S) contribution.

The data were collected using the CLEO detector
operating at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR)
during 1987—1988. The detector [6] and our hadronic-
event selection criteria [7] have been described in detail
elsewhere. The tracking system consists of a 51-layer
main drift chamber, a 10-layer high resolution drift
chamber, and an innermost 3-layer straw tube vertex
detector, all within a 1.0-T solenoidal field provided by a
coil of radius 1.0 m. The momentum resolution achieved
by this system is (cr /p) = (0.23%p) + (0.7% ), with p
in GeV/c. The dE/dx resolution of the main chamber is
6.5% with a solid angle coverage [8] of 80% of 4m.

Surrounding the magnet coil are other systems to help
in particle identification. Plastic scintillators provide
tiine-of-flight (TOF} information with 350 psec resolution
over 50% of the solid angle [9]. This timing information
is useful for lepton identification and for deriving in-
clusive proton rates at momenta in excess of 1.0 GeV/c
[10]. Outside the scintillators is a lead-proportional tube
electromagnetic calorimeter used in electron
identification, followed by a steel hadron filter of thick-
ness 0.6 to 1.0 m. Muons are detected by a system of
crossed drift chamber planes mounted outside this ab-
sorber.

We define a track to be consistent with a pion, kaon, or
proton hypothesis if its measured dE/dx is within 2' of
its expected value, with o. the rms experimental dE/dx
resolution. A charged track is loosely (positively)
identified as a kaon or proton if, in addition to being con-
sistent with the specific mass hypothesis, the measured
dE/dx is at least lo. (2tr ) away from that expected for
the pion hypothesis. Similar definitions are made for the
TOF measurements on protons for which o is then the
timing resolution.

Proton (antiproton} identification efficiencies as a func-
tion of track momenta are found by using kinematically
identified protons (antiprotons) from a sample of A' s
(A' s}, reconstructed as per (pn. +) pairs. With 7000 such
identifications, the statistical errors on the proton
identification efficiencies are about 5% to 10%, depend-

ing on momentum. For the antiproton production
analysis, the particle identification efficiencies are found
separately using a pure sample of antiprotons only and
will be discussed later. We use a clean sample of about
900 D*+, detected as D m. + (with D ~K m. +) decays,
to measure kaon identification efficiencies for track mo-
menta above 0.5 GeV/c. Kaon identification efficiencies
for track momenta below 0.5 GeV/c are obtained using a
sample of 7200 P mesons, detected as E IC+ pairs over a
large combinatorial background. Because of the limited
size of the first sample and large background subtractions
in the case of the second, the kaon identification
efficiencies are known to an accuracy of only 10% to
15%.

To measure the probability that a pion will be
misidentified as a kaon or proton, we use pions from a
clean sample of about 100000 Es mesons, detected in the
decay mode vr+m . Since we use loose kaon and positive
proton identification in our analysis later, we show in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) the dE/dx identification efficiencies
for loosely identified kaons and positively identified pro-
tons as a function of track momenta. Also shown in
these figures are the corresponding momentum-
dependent pion-to-kaon and pion-to-proton
misidentification probabilities. The efficiencies and
misidentification probabilities are averaged over the two
charged states of the particles. Since these are defined for
charged tracks already reconstructed in the drift
chamber, the effects of the solid angle and reconstruction
inefficiencies are not included.

Our lepton identification criteria have been described
elsewhere [7]. Briefly, electron identification is achieved
using dE/dx measurements in the main drift chamber,
the TOF information, and the shower information from
the calorimeter. For 47% of the solid angle all three de-
vices contribute, and the electron identification efficiency
is 92% with a hadron misidentification probability of
0.3%. For an additional 32% of the solid angle we have
only dE/dx measurements; the efficiency in this region is
77%, with misidentification probability of 0.8%. Muons
are detected in 72% of the solid angle; the overall
efficiency for identifying muons, including the solid angle
acceptance, is 60% for momenta above 1.9 GeV/c and
falls to 22% at 1.5 GeV/c. The probability of
misidentification of a hadron as a muon varies from 0.7%
at 1.5 GeV/c to 1.7% above 2.3 GeV/c.

III. INCLUSIVE BARYON
PRODUCTION IN BDECAYS

A. 8 —+pX

To measure the inclusive branching fraction [11]
B (B~pX), we use only antiprotons because interactions
of particles in the beam pipe produce a large background
in the proton sample. Further, a stronger definition of
identification is used to select the p candidates; the
specific ionization (dE/dx) or time-of-flight (TOF) mea-
surement for the track must be within 2o. of the expected
value for the antiproton and at least 2o. away from that
expected for both the pion and kaon, as opposed to posi-
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FIG. 1. (a) Identification efficiency and pion-to-kaon misidentification probability for loosely identified kaons using dE/dx, as
averaged over Il and K . (b) Identification efficiency and pion-to-proton misidentification probability for positively identified pro-
tons using dE/dx, as averaged over protons and antiprotons. (c) Identification efficiency for strongly identified antiprotons using
dE/dx only and TOF only, obtained using clean antiprotons from A s. (d) Pion-to-antiproton misidentification probability for
strongly identified antiprotons using dE/dx only and TOF only, obtained using clean pions from K~'s. (e) A reconstruction efficiency
including the branching fraction for A~pm
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The matrix M is defined as

ep flcp f p

M= f K &x f~~

fp. fg.
(2)

The particle indices refer to only negatively charged par-
ticles. N,. and N, are the respective numbers of produced
and observed particles of type i. The efficiency for identi-
fying particle type i is e, and does not include the geome-
trical acceptance or track reconstruction efficiency of the
identifying device. The probability of misidentifying par-
ticle type i as j is f; Both e; and. f; are functions of the
track momentum. All matrix elements are calculated us-

ing clean samples of identified m. 's, E 's and p s from
the data as discussed above in the hadron identification
procedure. Contamination from muons is negligible.
Electron contamination is also negligible except for a
confusion with p in the momentum interval 0.9 to 1.1
GeV/c. In this momentum range the TOF (but not the
dE/dx) rejection of electrons is still useful. The matrix is
measured for each momentum interval and its inverse
matrix calculated using matrix inversion procedures.
The matrix is measured using only the dE/dx measure-
ments at low momenta (0.3 to 0.7 GeV/c) and only TOF
measurements at higher momenta (0.9 to 1.7 GeV/c). In
the momentum region common to both devices (0.7 to 0.9
GeV/c), we use the weighted average of the measure-
ments from the two devices. The consistency of the mea-
surements from the two devices in this momentum region

tive identification, which requires that the dE/dx or
TOF measurement for the track be within 2o. of the ex-
pected value for the antiproton and at least 2o away from
that expected for the pion only. We include all charged
tracks, whether they come from the primary vertex or
secondary vertices. No selection cut is applied which
would bias against antiprotons produced from A' s.

Hadrons produced in B decay at the Y(4S) are
kinematically limited to momenta below 2.5 GeV/c.
Furthermore, antiprotons below 0.3 GeV/c suffer large
energy losses in the beam pipe and range out or are poor-
ly measured. We therefore determine the number of p
candidates for the Y(4S) and for the continuum, limiting
the momentum to 0.3 through 2.5 GeV/c. Since we do
not a priori know the p momentum spectrum, we cannot
calculate an average efficiency, but must divide the spec-
trum into a number of smaller momentum bins, perform-
ing the analysis in each bin independently.

Even for the strong identification defined above, pions
and kaons are occasionally misidentified as antiprotons.
To subtract this background, we also measure the num-
ber of positively identified m 's and E 's in each momen-
tum interval. The produced numbers of m 's, E 's, and

p s are related to the numbers actually observed accord-
ing to the equation

T

N N

=M ' N~

NO

provides confidence in our measurements and is used to
estimate the systematic errors.

The track reconstruction efficiency e„(p)including the
corrections for the solid angle of the detector and absorp-
tion in the beam pipe is determined from a Monte Carlo
simulation of the detector to be about 85%%uo and 54% for
the dE/dx and TOF systems, respectively. For tracks
entering the fiducial volumes of the dE/dx and TOF sys-
tems, the p identification efficiencies and the correspond-
ing m -to-p misidentification probabilities are displayed
in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively.

To find N, the number of antiprotons produced in the
P

fiducial volume of a selected device, the analysis has to be
carried out for all three particle species simultaneously,
and as a function of the particle momentum. In each
momentum bin, N, N, and N, the raw yields from

P
direct 8 meson decays, are obtained by subtracting the
scaled continuum contribution from that of the Y(4S) as
shown below:

c

N~ dp 2N~g 5p

with N~~ being the total number of 88 events and

0-IOO
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I
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FIT+. 2. Momentum spectrum of p produced in B decays.
The solid curve is a fit to the spectrum using the Monte Carlo
model described in the Appendix, while the dashed curve is a fit
using the functions described in the text.

(3)

The symbol y„stands for the raw yield in a selected
momentum bin and the scale factor f=2.08+0.01 ac-
counts for the difference in the integrated luminosities
and continuum cross sections at the two energies in the
data sample. The matrix M is then determined for each
momentum interval as discussed above. From Eq. (1), we
obtain the produced yields N — NK- and N- which still

sc P
have to be corrected for e, (p): b,y, (p)=N (p)/e„(p).

P
These corrected p yields are then multiplied by 2 to take
into account the assumed equal contribution from pro-
tons, obtaining the values reported in Table I.

Plotted in Fig. 2 and entered in the last column of
Table I are the corrected hadron yields per 8 decay:
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TABLE I. Inclusive p production in B decays.

Ap

(GeV/c)
Using dE/dx

candidates

Yields of p 's from B decays
Using TOF 2Xp
candidates candidates

1 d3'c

Ng dp
[(GeV/e) ']

0.3—0.5

0.5—0.7
0.7—0.9
0.9—1.1

1.1-1.3
1.3—1.5
1.5—1.7

3885+248
4913+249
3620+242 4042+561

2320+366
1190+338
1160+418
455+990

7770+496
9826+498
7372+444
4640+732
2380%676
2320+836
910+1980

0.081+0.005
0.102+0.005
0.077+0.005
0.048+0.008
0.025+0.007
0.024+0.009
0.009+0.021

0.3—1.7 35 218%2511
Fitted yield = 38579+2167+1665

B(B~pX) =(8.0%0.5+0.3)%

Nz =2N&~. There is no observed p signal from B decays
beyond 1.7 GeV/c. Summing the contributions from 0.3
to 1.7 GeV/c gives 35 218+2511p and p candidates from
B decays.

We now fit this observed spectrum with varying poly-
nomial forms [12], taking the statistical error to be the
uncertainty in the fitted area and the systematic uncer-
tainty to be the spread in values for the area from the
various functions. This procedure [13] gives a p and p
yield over the entire momentum range of
38 579+2167+1665, from which we calculate the in-
clusive branching ratio B ( B~pX) = ( 8.0+0.5+0.3 )%.
The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the uncer-
tainty in the fit to the momentum spectrum and includes
a (1 to 3)% error from the p identification efficiency.
Note that this branching fraction includes those protons
coming from intermediate states such as A.

production at CLEO [14] and with the current world
average [15]of 2285. 2+1.2 MeV/c .

We have studied the possibility that the observed A,+

signal is artificially produced from the decays
D ~K m+m+ and D,+ ~K K+m+, with either a pion
or a kaon misidentified as a proton. The invariant masses
of pK m+ candidates within 2o. of the A,+ mass have
been recalculated with the proton candidate interpreted
as a pion or a kaon; we see no evidence for an enhance-
ment in the region of the D+ or D,+ mass.

In each momentum bin we determine the raw yields for
the continuum y„""'(p)and resonance data y„(p) by
fitting the observed pK ~+ invariant mass spectrum to a
Gaussian with the experimental mean of 2284.9 MeV/c
and a width determined from Monte Carlo simulation for
A,+ baryons of that momentum. These raw yields, the

B. B~A,+X

We have used the pK m+ decay mode of the A,+ to
search for the decay B—+A,+X. In this and all studies of
final states other than pX (preceding subsection), we in-
clude charge-conjugate states in the sample [11]. All

pK m+ combinations are formed using loosely identified
kaon and positively identified proton candidates, with the
remaining charged tracks interpreted as pion candidates.
The pion candidates are required to have moments
greater than 0.3 GeV/c, which reduces the combinatorial
background significantly with only a small loss in A,+

reconstruction efficiency. Only pK ~+ combinations
with momentum less than 2.5 GeV/c are considered; this
cutoft is somewhat above the 2.2 GeV/c kinematic limit
for A,+ from B decays. Figure 3 shows the invariant

pK vr mass distributions for the Y(4S) and for the
scaled continuum data, clearly demonstrating an excess
at the resonance. The smooth curve is a fit to the data
with a Gaussian signal with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 16 MeV/c, as predicted by Monte Carlo
simulation. The mean from this Gaussian fit is
2284.9+1~ 5 MeV/c, consistent with the A,+ mass of
2285.0+0.6+1.5 MeV/c obtained from A+ continuum
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FIG. 3. pI( m+ invariant-mass distributions from Y(4S) and
scaled continuum for p (2. 5 GeV/c.
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reconstruction efficiencies E„(p),and the corrected yields

by, (p) are presented in Table II, while the spectrum itself
is displayed in Fig. 4. Since the exclusive branching frac-
tions of the A,+ are not well known, our plotted momen-
tum distribution necessarily contains the factor
B (A,+ ~pE m+ ). Fitting this spectrum [12], we find
1310+247+188 A,+ baryons produced in 8 decays and
detected in the pK m+ decay mode, from which we ex-
tract the product branching fraction B (B~A,+X)
XB(A+~pE n+) =(0 27.3+0 05. 1+0 03.9)% T. he sys-
tematic error is dominated by a 12% uncertainty in the
A,+ reconstruction efficiency, including the uncertainties
in kaon and proton identification, and an 8% uncertainty
in the raw yields due to the fitting and background sub-
traction procedure. The systematic uncertainty intro-
duced by the fitting of the A,+ momentum spectrum is
less than 2%.
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C. B~AX

Using the pm decay mode of the A, we have measured
B (B~AX) [11]. A candidates are formed from pairs of
oppositely charged tracks which intersect at a radial dis-
tance of more than 1 mm from the primary vertex. The
dE/dx measurements of the positive tracks had to be
consistent with those expected for protons. At low A
momentuin the reconstruction efficiency e„(p)becomes
very small, so only pm combinations with momentum
0.3 to 2.5 GeV/c are considered. This efficiency, which
includes the branching fraction B(A~pm)[15]., varies
from 5% to 30% over this momentum region as
displayed in Fig. 1(e) and tabulated in Table III.

Figure 5 displays the invariant-mass spectra for the
Y(4$) and scaled continuum data for all pm combina-
tions which satisfy the above selection criteria, indicating
an excess of events associated with direct B decays. Ac-
cording to the Monte Carlo simulation, the experimental
mass resolution varies from 8 MeV/c at low momentum
(dominated by multiple scattering) to 3 MeV/c at higher
momentum. The fit shown to the Y(4S) distribution is
the sum of a first order polynomial background and three
Gaussian functions with widths (FWHM) equal to 3, 5,
and 8 MeV/c . The means of the three Gaussians are
consistent with each other and within 1.4 MeV/c of the
established mass [15] of 1115.63 MeV/c, indicating the

FIG. 4. Momentum spectrum for A,+ produced in B decays.
The solid curve is derived from the Monte Carlo model de-
scribed in the Appendix which has B~A,+NX. The short
dashed curve is a fit using the functions described in the text.
The three long dashed curves are from a model in which X is ex-
plicitly (mm), with m labeled on each curve. For m =0, the
area under the curve is scaled by 2.

degree to which we understand energy loss in the beam
pipe and detector walls. The total number of A's from B
decays is found according to the momentum-dependent
analysis procedure described earlier and presented in de-
tail in Table III. This table also shows that the raw A
yield from B decays in the momentum region 2.5 to 2.9
GeV/c is consistent with being zero, indicating that the
continuum subtraction has been carried out correctly.
The measured momentum spectrum of A's from B decays
is plotted in Fig. 6.

The total corrected yield of A from B decays in the
momentum region 0.3 to 2.5 GeV/c is 15 949+1830, with
the error being statistical only. Fitting this spectrum as
described previously [12], we find 18 142+1734+2873 A' s
produced [13], for an inclusive branching fraction
B(B~AX)=(3.8+0.4+0.6)%. The second error is sys-
tematic, dominated by contributions of 14% from the
fitting of the momentum spectrum, 7% from the A yields
from the fitting procedure, and 5% from the A recon-

TABLE II. Inclusive A,+ production in B decays.

Raw A,+/A,+ yields Corr. yield

(GeV/c)

0.0—0.5

0.5—1.0
1.0—1.5
1.5—2.0
2.0—2. 5

y' (p)

62+14
154+26
86+27
13+20
52+16

fy„""'(p)
—10+9
—5+21

7+25
27+23
43+20

4y, (p)

72+17
159+33
79+37

—14+30
9+26

(p)
C

(%)

23
24
24
20
16

313+74
663+138
329+154

—70+150
56+163

(1/N~ )(dy, /dp)

[(GeV/c) ']

0.0013+0.0003
0.0028+0.0006
0.0014+0.0006

—0.0003+0.0006
0.0002+0.0007

0.0—2.5 367+48 1291+312305+66 24
Fitted yield = 1310+247+188

B(B~Ac X)B(Ac ~pK 7r ) =(0.273+0.051+0.039)%
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FIG. 5. pm. invariant-mass distributions from f(4S) and
scaled continuum for 0.3 (p (2.5 GeV/c.

struction eSciencies. This quoted branching fraction in-
cludes A's that have higher-mass baryons as parents and
we have assumed the A's are unpolarized.

D. 8 —+" X

The inclusive branching fraction [11]B(B~:" X) is

measured through the decay chain = ~Am and
A~p~ . The A candidates are selected as described in
Sec. III C. We then consider combinations of A with ad-
ditional negatively charged tracks in the event such that
the vertex of the = candidate be at least 4 mm away

FIG. 6. Momentum spectrum of A baryons produced in B
decays. The solid curve is a fit to the spectrum using the Monte
Carlo model described in the Appendix, while the dashed curve
is a fit using the functions described in the text.

from the primary vertex and closer to it than the A ver-
tex. Further, since the contribution of:- s produced
from continuum e+e annihilations is large, we require
that the Fox-Wolfram [16] shape parameter Rz be less
than 0.5. This shape requirement eliminates 60%%uo of the
continuum events and is more than 99.5% eScient for
events from B decays in this channel. The systematic un-
certainty associated with this cut is found to be much
smaller than other systematic sources and we therefore
neglect this contribution in the determination of the
overall systematic error. The " reconstruction
efficiency e„(p),which includes the branching fractions
into the observed final state, varies from 8% at 0.25

TABLE III. Inclusive A production in B decays.

Ap
(GeV/c)

0.3-0.5

0.5-0.7
0.7-0.9
0.9—1.1

1.1—1.3
1.3—1.5
1.5-1.7
1.7—1.9
1.9—2. 1

2.1 —2.3
2.3—2.5

2.5 —2.7
2.7—2.9

y„'(p)

1200+60
2749+74
2782+63
2412+56
2099+58
1687+55
1281+52
1122+57
882+48
730+41
425+28
308+26
244+25

Raw A/A yields

f~ "'(u)

902+81
1776+91
2050+77
2013+84
1841+76
1550+69
1157+66
1212+78
792+61
640+54
438+46
376+56
204+40

2982101
973+117
732+99
399+101
258+96
137+88
124+84

—90+97
90+78
90+68

—13+54
—68+62

40+47

&A(p)

(%)

7
18
26
29
30
28
29
30
27
27
27

Corr. Yield

4257+ 1443
5406+650
2815+381
1376+348
860+320
489+314
428+290

—300+323
333+289
333+252

—48+200

(1/N~ )(dy, /dp)
[(GeV/c) ']

0.044+0.015
0.056+0.007
0.029+0.004
0.014+0.004
0.009+0.003
0.005+0.003
0.004+0.003

—0.003+0.003
0.003+0.003
0.003+0.003

—0.001+0.002

0.3—2.5 17 369+182 14 371+240 2998+302 19
Fitted yield = 18 142+1734+2873

B(B~AX) = ( 3.8+0.4+0.6)%%uo

15 949+1830
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GeV/c to 13% above 1.5 GeV/c (see Table IV}. Figure 7
shows the resulting invariant-mass distribution for Am.

combinations with momenta less than 2.5 GeV/c from
the T(4S) and scaled continuum data samples. Again, an
excess of baryons associated with B decays is evident.
The smooth curve is a fit to the Y(4S) distribution with
the width of the Gaussian fixed at 6.5 MeV/c, as deter-
mined by Monte Carlo simulation. For the = this
width is essentially independent of momentum. From
this fit the mass is 1321.0+0.3 MeV/c to be compared
with the world average value [15] of 1321.32+0. 13
MeV/c . The raw and corrected yields are determined as
described previously and detailed in Table IV, with the
momentum spectrum itself displayed in Fig. 8.

Fitting the momentum spectrum [12]below 2.5 GeV/c,
we find 1304+228+190:- 's from B decays, from which
we calculate 8(8~:- X)=(0.27+0.05+0.04)%. The
systematic error is dominated by a 10% uncertainty in
the = reconstruction efficiency and a 10% uncertainty
in the fitting procedure which gives the raw yields. The
fitting of the = momentum spectrum has an associated
systematic uncertainty of only 4%.
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IV. DETERMINATION OF BARYON
PRODUCTION MECHANISMS

FIG. 7. Aa invariant-mass distributions from Y(4S) and

scaled continuum for p (2.5 GeV/c.

A. Enumeration of possible mechanisms

There are many possible mechanisms for baryon pro-
duction in B-meson decay; they depend on the b-quark
coupling (b +cW, b—~u W, or b ~sg) and the type of
diagram (spectator, exchange, annihilation, or penguin).
To conserve baryon number, the final state must always
contain a baryon-antibaryon pair, limiting the number of
diagrams. To describe these final states in generic terms,
let N stand for baryons with S =C =0 (p, n, b„and N'),
Y be for those with S = —1,C =0 (A, X, X+, and X ),

denote S = —2, C =0 baryons (:- and:- }, Y,
represent those with S=0,C=1 (such as A,+, X„X,+,
and X,++), and:", symbolize those with S = —1,C =1
(:-, and:",+). In the meson sector, D is a generic
S=O, C=1 particle (D and D+), and D, is an
S = —1,C =1 particle. X is any combination of charm-
less mesons, with or without leptons. We have not con-
sidered final states which require popping of at least two
ss pairs from the vacuum sea, since these must be doubly

suppressed.
(a) Y,NX, :-,YX. These final states are produced from

b~c8' coupling through either spectator or exchange
diagrams, as shown in Fig. 9(a). We expect the =, YX
states to be suppressed with respect to Y,NX states since
they require the popping of an ss pair from the vacuum
sea.

(b) DNNX, DYYX. In the left of Fig. 9(b), the charm-
less baryon-antibaryon pair is produced by fragmentation
at the 8' vertex and the D meson is formed from the
charm and spectator quark. This final state can also be
produced from the right diagram in the same figure.
There is no a priori reason that these mechanisms should
be suppressed.

(c):-,Y,X and Y, YX. These states are produced
through the color-mixed spectator diagram with
8' ~cs. Contributions from these states are small com-
pared to those from final states of type (a) since
8 (b ~ccs)/8 (b —+all) is estimated ta be roughly
15—19% [17,18]. Decays to =, Y,X are also suppressed

TABLE IV. Inclusive = production in B decays.

Raw = /:" yields Corr. yield

hp
(GeV/e)

0.0—0.5

0.5—1.0
1.0—1.5
1.5—2.0
2.0—2.5

y„(p)
17+5
85+10
78+10
36+7
6+4

7+7
17+9
33+11
16+8
2+6

4y, (p)

10+9
68+13
45+15
20+11
4+7

&=(p)
(%)

8
10
12
13
13

4y, (p)

125+113
680+130
375+125
154+85
31+54

(1/N& )(dy, /dp)
[(GeV/c} ']

0.0005+0.0005
0.0028+0.0005
0.0016+0.0005
0.0006+0.0004
0.0001+0.0002

0.0—2.5 222+17 75+19 147+25 11
Fitted yield =1304+228+190

B(B~- X)=(0.27+0.05+0.04)%

1365+235
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FIG. 8. Momentum spectrum for = produced in B decays.
The solid curve represents the prediction from the Monte Carlo
model as described in the Appendix with B~A, NX and

A,+~:- K ~+. The short dashed curve is a fit using the func-
tions described in the text. Further we show with a long dashed
curve the prediction from the model B~:-,XX with

If instead we let =,~= X or =,~= ~ ~ the
curves are essentially the same as the short dashed functional fit.
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by phase space since both:-, and Y, are each over 2
GeV/c in mass. The decays to Y, YX are further
suppressed since the coupling is b ~u W and

~ V&„/ V&, ~

=0. 1 [19,20]. There is also some possible
suppression in both decays due to the color mixing, but
this is not well understood.

(d) D, Y,NX and D, :-,YX. This is the same as (a) but
with W ~cs; hence it should be suppressed with respect
to (a).

(e) YNX. Decays of this type can only be produced
from the b~sg coupling through penguin diagrams.
CLEO has shown that contributions to B decay from
various exclusive penguin diagrams are negligible [21].

(f) NNX, YYX. These are states without charm and are

produced from the b ~u8' coupling through either the
spectator, exchange, or annihilation diagram. We expect
contributions from decays of this type to be small because
of the suppression of the b~u8' relative to b~cW
coupling.

One way to discriminate among the various decays is
to look for particle-particle correlations in events. We
have investigated four such correlations: AA, A-lepton,
Ap, and pp. These analyses are described below.

B. Study of AA correlations

B decays to baryons should therefore be dominated by
the final states Y,NX, DNNX, :-,YX, and DYYX (see Fig.
9). Only the last two of these four can result in the final
state AAX; study of AA correlations can therefore
discriminate between these production mechanisms. If
decays of the type AAX were the source of all A's in B
decay, the ratio fA~

=B (B~AAX) /B (B~AX) would

be 0.5. Values of fA~ near this maximal value would

mean the decays =, YX and DYYX are dominant. Small
values of f~~ come about if the decays Y,NX and DNNX
are dominant or if large number of hyperons materialize
as X or X, since these do not decay to A [22].

We have thus searched for AAX final states. A A(A)
candidate is defined as a pair of oppositely charged tracks
forming a secondary vertex satisfying the selection pro-
cedure defined in Sec. III C except that the A mass selec-
tion cut is not applied at this point. Only candidates with
momenta between 0.4 and 2.3 GeV/c are included, the
upper cut being near the kinematic limit for A's produced
from B~AAX. Figure 10 is the scatter plot of the
masses of the A and A candidates from the same event
for all Y(4S) and continuum data. We select AA candi-
date events by requiring

QAM~+AM —~6 MeV/c',

where 6 MeV/c is the width of the A signal in the pm
mass distribution. The selected regions are shown as
solid circles. We estimate the background under the sig-
nal regions by considering the average of similar circular
sidebands on all sides of the signal region marked as
dashed circles in the figure. After subtracting back-
grounds, we find 332+22 and 132+13 AA events on the
Y(4S) and continuum, respectively. Subtracting the
scaled continuum contribution, we get for N~~~, the con-

tribution from direct Y(4S) decays,

Nw~x
= ~7—3~ (6)

b

BO,B-
Q

I
W I

/
/

/

N, V

q ll

q II

q» NY

U

p

(b)

BO B-

W

DOi p

q II

q' NY
Q

We still have to subtract n„A&, the contribution for the

case where A and A candidates are produced from
different B's. This can be calculated from the equation

n ~~~
=N~~ e~ [B(B~A,„,X) XB (B~A,„~X)

+B (B~A„„)X) XB(B~A„„,X)], (7)

FIG. 9. Prominent decay diagrams for B decays to baryons.
Shown are final states of the form (a) Y,NX and:-, YX, and (b)
DNNX and DYYX.

where e~ is the product of the A reconstruction efficiency
and the acceptance for the lower-momentum cut, and has
been found from a Monte Carlo simulation to be
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If we assume 8(B~A,„&„X)=B(B~A,„&„X)=0,we get
n AAz

=8+3; alternatively, if we assume the very unlikely

case B(8~A,„,Q)=B(B~A,„~„X),we get n~ „x=—4+2.
To be conservative and encompass both of these possibili-
ties, we use 6.5+4.5 as this contribution.

The contribution from B~AAX is then

Na AAx =(N~xx " AAx)~'~x (9)

The reconstruction efficiency for AAX produced in BB
decays, eAA, is found to be (4.0+0.4)% based on a Monte
Carlo model with equal mixtures of B~D AA,
B~DAAm, and B~D*AA decay modes. We finally ob-
tain

N — = 1263+891 . (10)

This corresponds to an inclusive branching fraction [11]

4O On T(4S)

I.I30-

r
I 'I
I
1 . I

r~~r

(15+1)%. Further, we use the measured branching frac-
tion [11]from Table III:

8 (8~AX) =8 (8 ~A,„,„X)+8(8 ~A,„,g)
= (3.8+0.4+0.6)%

8 (B~AAX) &0.50% and ratio fAA & 13%, both at the
90~o C.L. This result suggests that it is unlikely that the
final states ",YX and DYYX are dominant in B decay.

C. Study of A-lepton correlations

Measuring A-lepton correlations in B decays can help
determine whether final states of the type Y,NX [such as
in Fig. 9(a)] or those of the type DYYX [as in Fig. 9(b)]
are dominant in A formation. Studying these correlations
therefore complements our study of AA correlations de-
scribed above. Using the notation of Sec. IV A, with the
additional definition of XI, as one or more hadrons, we
can enumerate the different possible sources of A-lepton
correlations. The two processes of interest, from which
we get a high-momentum muon or electron with which to
tag the 8 fiavor, are (i) 8~ Y,NX~, Y,~AXI„
8 ~Xq l +

v, (ii) 8~AAX,h 8 ~Xg l +
v.

There are other processes which produce leptons of
lower momentum, that can be considered backgrounds in
our study:

(iii) 8~Y,NXz, Y, ~AI+v, 8 ~hadrons,

(iv) 8~ Y,.Nl 7, Y, ~AX&, 8~hadrons,

(v) 8~Y,NXh, Y, ~AXI, , 8 ~D,X&, D, ~X& I v,
where D; =D, D, or D,

(vi) 8~Y,NX&, Y, ~AX&, 8~ Y,NX~, Y, ~Al v .
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rr
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\ I

r
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Finally, we will also need to consider correlations ob-
served due to g (f') production and due to
misidentification of hadrons as leptons:

(vii) 8~ Y,NXI, , Y, ~AXh, B~QXh, /~1+1

(viii) 8~AX& or AX& ',

B~hadrons, hadrons misidentified as leptons .

I 40 . Continuum
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FIG. 10. Masses of A and A candidates from the same event
for all Y(4S) and continuum data. The continuous circles mark
the regions for selecting AA candidates (signal region), whereas
the dashed circles show the regions used for background estima-
tion.

Processes (i) and (iii) contribute only to Al+ correla-
tions, (iv) and (v) contribute only to Al correlations,
and (ii), (vi), (vii), and (viii) contribute to both the correla-
tions. After accounting for the contributions from pro-
cesses (iii) to (viii) and correcting for the effects of 8 8
mixing, the observation of Al+ and absence of Al
correlations would point towards the importance of
Y,NX as the dominant mechanism for B decay to A.
Therefore, we refer to the Al+ as the right sign (R) and
Al as the wrong sign ( W) correlations. Equal rates for
the two correlations would support the process DYYX as
the dominant mechanism.

To search for A-lepton candidate events, we consider
electrons and muons with momenta between 1.4 and 2.4
GeV/c and A candidates with mornenta between 0.4 and
2.0 GeV/c. The criteria for the identification of electron,
muon, and A candidates have been discussed in Secs. II
and III. The lower lepton momentum cut suppresses lep-
tons from the secondary decays of charmed particles, as
will be discussed below. The upper A and lepton momen-
ta cuts correspond to the upper limit of the correspond-
ing observed momentum spectra in B decays. Another
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effective way to suppress the background is to require—0.8&cosOAI &0.9, where 0~& is the angle between the
A and the lepton in the laboratory frame. For continuum
processes, the cosOAI distribution tends to be peaked in
the forward and backward directions. For A and leptons
produced from different B's, no angular correlation is ex-
pected and hence this distribution is expected to be Aat.
The angular correlation cut removes about 75% of the
continuum contribution at the expense of only 15% of
that from 8 decay. Figure 11 shows the pm invariant-
mass distributions for events with Al+ (R) and Al ( W)
candidates after continuum subtraction. Fitting the data
with the mass and width found from the inclusive A sam-
ple, we obtain 112+12 Al+ and 41+8 Al candidates.
Before we can draw any conclusions about the baryon
production mechanism, we must first subtract from these
results the contributions from the other background
physics processes enumerated above and correct for 8 8
mixing,

We have used data and Monte Carlo simulations to es-
timate the contributions to the measured correlations sig-
nal from all the processes listed above. In the momentum
range 0.4 to 2.0 GeV/c, we have measured a raw yield of
XA"'=2543+274 A's or A's from 8-meson decays. This
sample includes contributions from 51+35 events in
which both the A and A are detected in the same event,
and is referred to as AA events (see Sec. IV B). It is clear
that in most of the events above the A (A) is coming
from a B (B), so that we can estimate the correlation con-
tributions from the opposite B (B ) meson by simulating
its semileptonic decay according to available data. The
contribution from the AA events to either sign correla-
tions is negligible. It should be noted that the contribu-
tions from all the background processes will be calculated

~ Al+ (right sign)

Al (wrong sign)

without making any assumptions about the final states of
which the A's are secondary products, except in the case
of process (iv), in which some model-dependent assump-
tions cannot be avoided.

In Fig. 12, we show the Monte Carlo generated lepton
spectra from processes (i) and (ii), and the background
processes (iii) to (vi). These plots do not include the effect
of smearing of the track momenta. However, while cal-
culating the acceptance corresponding to the different
momentum selection criteria, a Monte Carlo simulation
of the tracks in the drift chambers is used. The spectra
from the background processes are peaked at low mo-
menta with most of the distribution below 1.4 GeV/c,
which is why we chose this value as our cutoff. With this
selection criterion, processes (iii) and (vi) do not contrib-
ute at all since 1.4 GeV/c is beyond the kinematic limit
for leptons from these processes. This also eliminates
events in which the initial lepton is a ~ which subsequent-
ly decays to a lighter lepton.

For the processes in category (v), the general form of
the correlation contribution may be written as

N
t

=N'„'B(B~D;Xh)B(D,~Xhl v)ar,

where al =e~ezeI, and D, denotes D, D, or D, . The
latest values of the branching fractions [15] are used in
the calculations. The factor e =0.05+0.01 is the accep-
tance corresponding to the momentum selection criteria
1.4&pI &2.4, while a&=0.85+0.05 is the acceptance for
the selection cut —0.8 &cos0„&&0.9. They are approxi-
mately the same for the different D;. These acceptance
factors are estimated by generating 8 ~D;X according to
the measured D, spectrum from B-meson decays and
then allowing D, ~Xl v, again matching the l momen-
tum spectrum to the measured shape [23]. The factor e,
is the momentum-dependent lepton detection eSciency.
It is different for electrons and muons and includes the
effect of the solid angle of the devices. For electrons,
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FIG. 11. per invariant-mass distributions for Al+ (R) and
Al (8') candidates from B decays, obtained after continuum
subtraction.

FIG. 12. Expected lepton momentum spectra for the reac-

tions (i) and (ii) B~Xh I+v, (iii) B~A,+NX„,A,+ ~AI+v; (iv)

B~Ac Nl v, Ac +AXgi {v) B~DXII, D~X&l v with

D=D, D, Dq, (vi) B A,+NXh, A,+ Al v.
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e, =0.59+0.04 and nearly independent of momentum.

For rnuons e„,averaged over the relevant momentum

range, is 0.35+0.04. It should be noted that for process-
es in this category N + =0. When calculating the con-

Al

tributions from these background processes, we have not
included the effect of mixing, which would change the re-

sult by less than 1 event.
The contributions from process (vii) are calculated in a

similar way, except, in this case, N =N +, and the
overall acceptance factor a, =0.45+0. 10 and
a„=0.27+0.06.

Process (iv) contributes only to the wrong sign correla-
tions. This contribution can be written as

N, =N~~B (8~Y,Nl v)B ( Y, ~AX)a~at, (12)

where a~ and al are the overall A and l acceptance fac-
tors, respectively, as defined earlier. In Eq. (12),
B(B~Y,Nl v) and B(Y,~AX) are both unknown.
Multiplying the right-hand side by B(8~Y,X)/
8 (8~ Y,X)=1 and assuming that all A are produced
from Y„ i.e., N'„'=N~38 (8~ Y,X)8 ( Y, ~AX)a~,
yields

8(B~Y,Nl v)

8(8~ Y,X)
(13)

If any AA type of final state would be the source of A,
then the number of wrong sign correlations from process
(iv) would be lowered. We have inflated the systematic er-
rors on N, to reAect this uncertainty in the procedure.
We now assume that

B(8~Y,Nl v) 8(8~XI—
v)

BSL8 (8~ Y,X) 8 (8 ~all)
(14)

+N„,(p; )[f,+(p; )+f„+(p;)]], (15)

which is just the measured semileptonic branching frac-
tion for B mesons. The factor aI is found by simulating
process (iv) using the Monte Carlo simulation developed
later in the paper, which reproduces the shape of the
measured A and A,+ momentum spectrum. It should be
noted that the Monte Carlo simulation is used only to es-
timate the fraction of leptons which pass the momentum
and angular selection criteria and knowledge of the un-
measured branching fractions mentioned above is not re-
quired. We obtain a, =0.015+0.006 and
a„=O.005+0.002.

The contribution from hadrons faking leptons, process
(viii), is calculated using the measured hadron spectrum
from events containing an identified A or A and the mea-
sured misidentification probabilities, also calculated from
the data as discussed earlier in Sec. II. Since we should
have an approximately equal number of positively and
negatively charged hadrons, we expect the faking had-
rons to contribute equally to both correlations. This con-
tribution can be calculated as

2.4 GeV/c

[N...(p;)lf, -(p;)+f„-(p;)l
p; =1-4

Naaaa+NaDB

N p-p+(N p p+N p p)--=0.142+0.056, (16)1+r

where we have used only the CLEO number to be self-
consistent.

The loss of right sign Al+ correlations from the events
before mixing may be calculated using

bN" =0.5N' ' 8 (8 XI+v)a1+r I (17)

Thus this number should be added to Al+ and subtracted
from the Al observed correlations.

The accounting for the processes (iii) to (viii) are listed
in Table V. After subtracting the contribution from these
bacykround processes and correcting for the effect of
8 8 mixing, we observe 112+13 Al+ and 9+10 Al
correlations candidates, which must be due to processes
(i) and (ii). We note that the observed Al signal is con-
sistent with zero [27].

Below we calculate the expected correlation signals
from the measured yield of N &

' =2543+274 A or A and

N~~ =51+35 AA events:

N, ~ =N~'B(8~Xi+v)aI . (18)

The factor al is found using a Monte Carlo simulation to
generate the decay B~XI+v according to the measured
shape of the lepton spectrum from B-meson decays and
the measured lepton detection efficiencies as discussed
earlier. We obtain a, =0.25+0.04 and a„=O.17+0.02,
from which we calculate an expected 125+19 Al+ corre-
lations signal, which is consistent with what we have ob-
served.

For the final states of the form B~AAX, the contribu-
tion is equal for right and wrong sign correlations. The
right sign correlations contribution is already included in

where N„,(p; ) and N „(p;) are the number of negatively
and positively charged hadron tracks found in events
with a A or A, respectively, in the momentum interval
centered at p;. The corresponding probabilities for had-
rons to fake electrons or muons are given by f and

ef, respectively. We have measured faking probabilities

by averaging over negatively and positively charged
tracks, and over different hadron species. The hadron-
to-electron faking probability is (0.6+0.1)% and nearly
independent of momentum, while the hadron-to-muon
faking probability varies from (0.6+0. 1)%%uo at 1.4 GeV/c
to (1.7+0.3)% at 2.4 GeV/c.

The phenomenon of B B mixing has been observed by
both ARGUS [24] and CLEO [25]. The mixing parame-
ter r =(N&p&p+Nspgp)/N&pap has been measured to be

0.21+0.08 and 0. 165+0.065, respectively. When a B B
transforms to a 8 8 or 8 8 event, an expected AI+
correlation transforms to a Al correlation. The loss of
Al+ correlations turns up as a gain in Al correlations.
The contribution from B B mixing is calculated assum-
ing the Y(4S) decays to neutral BBpairs 50% of the time
[26]. The number of mixed events relative to the total be-
fore mixing is given by
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TABLE V. Summary of A-lepton correlations and background calculations.

Source:
Processes:

Observed signal (i)—(viii):

Calculations for (iii) —(viii)
(iii) B~Y,NX&, Y, ~Al+v;B~hadrons
(iv) B~Y,Nl v, Y, ~AX&,B~hadrons
(va) B~Y,NXq, Y, ~AXI, ', B~D XI,
(vb) B~YcNXg, Yc ~AXE&B ~D Xp
(v c) B~YcNXp, Yc~AXh', B~Ds Xg
(vi) B~ YcNXg, Yc~AXlt, B~YcXg ~

Y, ~Xg l v

(vii) B~Y,NXz, Y, ~AX&,B~QXI, ,
/~ I+ I

(viii) Hadrons faking leptons

Al+ correlations
Electrons Muons

112+12

Below p cut

0.9+0.3 0.5+0.2

7.6+1.4

4.7+2.7
1.9+0.7
2. 1+1.0
0.6+0.2

Below

1.5+0.9
1.1+0.4
1.3+0.6
0.4+0.2

p cut

0.9+0.3 0.5+0.2

8.2+1.7

Al correlations
Electrons Muons

41+8

Background: sum of (iii) ~(viii)
Correlation signal: obs. —bgnd.
B B mixing correction:
Final measured correlation signal:
Expected correlation signal:

9.0+1~ 4
103.0+ 12. 1

9.3+3.8
112.3+12.7
124.6+ 19.2

23.2+3.6
17.8+8.8

—(9.3+3.8)
8.5+9.6
2.5+1.3

the above calculation. Here we calculate the wrong sign
correlations contribution:

N~ B(B~-A,+pX)
Ap

+B (B—+A, X)
(24)

N I+ =N~~B—(B~Xl+v)ai . (19)

D. Study of Ap correlations

In the preceding two subsections we have shown that B
decays to baryons dominantly proceed via Anal states
Y,NX or DNNX and that all A in B decay have Y, paren-
tage. As noted earlier, these conclusions depend on the
assumption that there is not an unusually large amount of
X hyperon production in B decay. If we further assume
that A,+ saturates Y, then B decays resulting in A

proceed via the decay A,+NX. Looking at Ap correla-
tions it is then possible to estimate the fraction of the
time the N is a p. The relative fractions f~ and f„,with

f +f„=1, are defined below:

f =B (B~A,+pX) /B (B~A,+X),

f„=B(B~A,+nX)/B(B ~A,+X) .

(20)

(21)

Under our assumption that all correlations between A
and p observed in B decays are produced from decays of
the type A,+pX, we can write

NA =Nii B (B~A,+X)B ( A,+~AX),

N„=NsB(B~A,+pX)B (A, ~AX),

(22)

(23)

where N~ and NA are the total number of Ap and A
Ap

candidates produced in Nz decays. Dividing, we obtain

The sum of the electron and muon wrong sign contribu-
tions is 3+1, which is again consistent with observation.

The absence of AA and Al correlations and the ob-
servation of Al+ correlations suggests that intermediate
states of the form Y,NX are the dominant source of all
A's observed in B-meson decays.

But since we assume every A in B decay has a A,+ parent
this ratio can also be expressed as

B (B~ApX)N„B(B~AX) (25)

making it possible for us to measure f from the study of
Ap correlations in our data.

To search for Ap candidates, we use A's with momenta
between 0.4 and 2.0 GeV/c and strongly identified [28]
p s with momenta from 0.3 to 1.1 GeV/c. The upper p
momentum cut reduces contributions from pions being
misidentified as p s. After continuum subtraction, we
observe 1526+121 Ap and 190+68 Ap candidates [29].
We may get Ap candidates from negative pions or kaons
faking antiprotons or when the A and p are produced
from opposite B and B. Both these sources are equally
likely to contribute to Ap and Ap candidates, so that we
may use the observed Ap signal as an estimate of the
background for the Ap signal. Thus we observe
1336+139 B~ApX correlations corresponding to
2825+304 B~AX candidates with A's in the selected
momentum range. Correcting for the antiproton
identification efficiency which averages about (92+5)%
over the selected rnomenturn range, drift chamber track
reconstruction efficiency, and solid angle acceptance fac-
tor of (85+5)%, and a momentum acceptance correction
factor of (80+5)%%uo, we get 2136+222+217 corrected Ap
candidates. The rnornenturn acceptance correction factor
is obtained using the Monte Carlo model for B decays to
baryons developed in the Appendix. We do not correct
for the A detection efficiency since this cancels out in the
numerator and the denominator. Thus we calculate

f~ =(76+11+8)%%uo. The second error is systematic and is
obtained from the errors in the antiproton-associated
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correction factors. Referencing Fig. 9, we note that if
charged and neutral B rnesons were equally produced,
and if only the spectator diagram contributed, then we
would expect f to be one-half; our measured value is
within two standard deviations of that value. We also
calculate the inclusive branching fraction
8 (8 —+ApX) =(2.9+0.5+0.5)%.

E. Study ofpp correlations

Proton-antiproton correlations arise from protons pro-
duced from secondary decays of A,+ and antiprotons pro-
duced in association with them (i.e., via A, pX) or from
direct decays to ppX and AAX. We define
8 =8(B~ppX). For this analysis, we use positively
~

PP
identified protons and antiprotons with a momentum be-
tween 0.3 and 0.9 GeV/c. To minimize backgrounds
from interactions in the beam pipe we impose additional
criteria on the vertex of the proton; such a cut is not
necessary on the antiprotons. The efficiency of this cut is
e„„=0.80+0.02. The momentum cut on the protons and
antiprotons is tighter than for the case of the Ap study
since we have a large background from pion and kaon
fakes. We expect pions and kaons faking protons and an-
tiprotons to contribute equally to pp and pp or pp correla-
tions. Thus we use the observed pp and pp signal as an es-
timate of the background from the pion and kaon fakes
as well as that from random pairings, produced in the
simultaneous decays of the B and B to baryons. After
continuum and background subtractions, we obtain
2792+161 pp candidates from B decay. To obtain the
corrected yield of pp candidates, we divide by
„„(6;g6s„Ep') . Here e;&

=0.92+0.02 is the particle
identification efficiency, which is nearly constant over the
selected momentum range; e&,=0.85+0.05 is the track
reconstruction efficiency and the drift chamber solid an-
gle acceptance; and e~ =0.70+0.04 is the momentum ac-
ceptance corresponding to the model discussed in the Ap-
pendix. We thus get 11 647+672+1990 as the total num-
ber ofpp candidates produced, from which we calculate

8 =8 (8 ~ppX) =(2.4+0. 1+0.4)%
PP

(26)

where the second error is systematic and rejects the con-
tributions from the errors in the correction factors men-
tioned above. Note that this branching fraction includes

p and p from intermediate states such as A. We also cal-
culate f =8 (8 ~ppX)/8 (8~pX) =(30+2+5)%,

PP
where we have used our measured value of 8 (8~pX) re-
ported in Table I.

F. Study of DNN correlations

We have also searched for B decays to DNNX by look-
ing for D*+ candidates in our sample of pp events. For
this aspect of the analysis we imposed an R2 cut at 0.3 to
help eliminate continuum processes. The D*+ candi-
dates are found through the decay D ~+ with
D ~K m+; the efficiency for detecting such a D*+ in B
decay, including geometric, tracking, shape parameter,
and identification effects, is roughly 18%. We observe
three such events in the Y(4S) sample, all of which have
a D*+pp invariant mass consistent with corning from a

B. There is one such event in the continuum data sarn-

ple, so the most probable mean of continuum contamina-
tion in the Y(4S) sample is 2. 1 events. Since
8 (8~D*+X)=(25+3+4)% [30], 8 (D*+~D m+)
=(57+4+4)% [31] and 8 (D ~K m+ )=(4.2+0.4
+0.4)% [31], we expect to observe 2.7+1.0 D "+ppX
events from cases in which one B decays to ppX and the
other to D*+X. The most probable mean for the level of
backgrounds in the Y(4S) sample is therefore 4.8 events.
Consistent with observation, we conclude there are no
D*+ppX events from B decay and use 2.3 events to ob-
tain an upper limit on this process [32]. Given the
25% efficiency for finding the pp (see discussion on pp
correlations), we set a 90%-C.L. liinit of
8(8~D'+ppX) &0.4%. Taking the production of vec-
tor mesons to be twice that of pseudoscalars [26,30] and
assuming equal population of the four NN combinations
[33] then yields the corresponding limit, again at 90%
confidence,

8 (8~DNNX) & 4. 8% . (27)

Building on our measured branching fractions and our
observed correlations we can, with some reasonable as-
sumptions, estimate or set limits on many interesting ab-
solute branching fractions, in particular
8(A,+~pK m'+). The study of AA correlations shows
that the forms Y,NX and DNNX are the main contribu-
tors to B decays to baryons, with:", YX and DYYX being
weaker sources (see Fig. 9); this observation is valid un-
less there is an unusually large production of X hyperons
in B decay. Our A-lepton correlation study indicates that
in B decay all A baryons, a natural source of final state p
and n, come from Y, parentage. A negative search for B
decays to D*+ppX indicates that DNNX is also not a
dominant decay mechanism.

A. Results assuming dominance of A,+X

We now assume that all baryons in B decay come from
Y,NX (i.e., that DNNX and:", YX are heavily suppressed)
and that A,+ saturates Y, . These assumptions are sup-
ported by our Monte Carlo model, which assumes A,+NX
as the only source of baryons, simultaneously fitting the
momentum spectra for p, A,+, and A as shown in Figs. 2,
4, and 6 (see Appendix). Later we will use our observa-
tion of:- to estimate the actual amount of:-,YX and
wi11 indicate how that inAuences the values of the branch-
ing fractions we have derived.

First we define some simplifying notations for B decays
[11,34]:

8 =8 (8~aX), a=p, n, A, :-, (28)

8 + =B(B~A,+X) .
C

(29)

Given our result 8 (8—+pX) =8.0% (from Sec. III A) and
previous results [2,3] that have shown baryon production
to account for roughly 10% of all 8 decay, we will as-
surne DNNX is not dominant in our analysis.

V. ESTIMATION OF ABSOLUTE
BRANCHING FRACTIONS
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These final-state baryons include contributions from
secondary decays of higher-mass baryons. With this no-
tation, the fractions f and f„(seeSec. IV D) are defined

by

8 if' =8(B~A,+pX),
C

B„if„=B(8~A,+nX),
C

(30)

(31}

with, as before, f +f„=l.
Following the decay model assumptions, p are pro-

duced in association with A,+'s from decays of the form
B~A,+pX; protons are produced from the secondary de-

cays of the A,+'s. This can be expressed as

Using these same decay assumptions, the only way to
have a A in B decay is for A,+ ~AX; i.e.,
8~ =8 iB(A,+~AX). Using the value of 8 i we have

C

just derived and our measured value of B~ (Sec. III C),
we obtain

8 (A,+ ~AX) =(59+10+12)% . (39)

Applying our assumptions to inclusive B decays to
neutrons gives an expression for B„similar to that ofB:

The inclusive branching fraction to n follows from the
fact that all A,+ must eventually decay to either p or n:

8(A,+~nX)=(50+8+14)% .

8 =8 if +8 iB(A,+~pX) .
C C

(32) B„=Bif„+8iB(A,+~nX)
C C

8 =8 if 8 ( A,
+ ~p X) . (33)

Proton-antiproton correlations arise when B~A,+pX
and A,+~pX so that

=8 i[1 f +B—(A,+~nX)]
C

= (4.7+ l. 1+l.2)% (40)

In Eqs. (32) and (33) we have already determined 8
(Sec. III A), f (Sec. IVD), and 8 (Sec. IVE), leaving

PP
two unknowns. Eliminating 8 (A,+~pX) gives

where we have used our measured value of f~ and our
above estimate for the inclusive branching fraction of A,+

to neutrons.

B. Incorporation of:-,YX in B decays

=(6.4+0.8+0.8)%, (34)

We thus estimate the exclusive branching fraction

B(A,+~pK ~+)=(4.3+1.0+0.8)% . (36)

Our measurement of 8 (A,+ ~pK m. + ) is consistent with

the value (4. 1+2.4)% reported by the ARGUS Colla-
boration [4], using the same procedure as ours. Both re-

sults are also consistent with the lower limit of 2.7%
(90% C.L.) reported by the Lexan Bubble
Chamber —European Hybrid Spectrometer (LEBC-EHS)
Collaboration [36]. The new result is higher than the
value of (2.2+1.0)% reported by the Mark II Collabora-
tion [37], which was also a model dependent estimate of
the branching fraction. Any level of DNXX or =, YX in

B decay will necessarily lower our value for B + and raise
C

our estimate of 8 (A,+ ~pK m. + ).
If instead we eliminate 8 i in Eqs. (32) and (33), we

C

obtain an expression for the inclusive branching fraction
of A,+ to protons as

B
8 ( A,+ ~pX) =

with the first error being statistical and the latter sys-

tematic. This is consistent with the theoretical estimate
B(B~A,+NX)=(2 13}%calcu—lated by Bigi [35] in the

context of a simple-minded spectator model for B decays.
From Table II, we have

B„iB(A,+ ~pK m+ ) =(0.273+0.051+0.039)% . (35)
C

We expect the decay B~:",X [38] to be suppressed
relative to B~A,+X, since the former can only proceed
through ss creation from the vacuum sea. Based on
reasonable assumptions, it is possible to estimate from
our data the value of the relative ratio

R- =B(B~:-,X)iB(B~A,+X) . (41)

If we assume that all:- and:" have ", parentage and

that all A's are produced from A,+, from =, via an inter-
mediate = or =, or in association with a =, [see Fig.
9(a)], we can write

N q
=N i8 ( A,+ ~AX)

C

+N= 8(:-,~:- X)8(:- ~AX)

+N = 8 (:-, i:- X)B(:-0~AX)

+IV- q, (42)

N„=N„iB(A,~AX)+N [28(:-,~:- X)+-r)],
C

C

(43)

with g being the fraction of all Y that materialize as A. If
the hyperons are equally probable in production, then
g=0.5; if A dominates, then g tends toward unity.

The decay rate of:- and:" to A's is nearly 100%%uo

[15]. For lack of better information, we assume
8 (:-,~:- X)=8 (:-,~:- X), making the second and
third terms in Eq. (42) equal and reducing it to

=(50+8+14)%%uo . (37) which can be rearranged to present the ratio of interest as
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Result

TABLE VI. Summary of quantitative results.

Measured branching fractions and ratios (%%uo)

CLEO [2] ARGUS [3,4] This paper

8 (8~pX)
B(8~AX)
8 (8~pX) (without A)
8(8~:- X)
B(B-A+X)B(A+-pK ~+)
8 (8 AAX)

f „=B(B~AAX)/B(B~AX)
8 (8~ppX)
f =B(B~ppX) /B (B~pX)

8.8+0.7+1.0
4.2+0.6+0.4

0.31+0.05+0.06

8.2+0.5 l 0

4.2+0.5+0.6
5.5+1.6

0.28+0. 14
0.30+0.12+0.06
&0.88 (90% C.L.)
& 21 (90% C.L.)

2.5+0.2+0.2
30+3+4

8.0+0.5+0.3
3.8+0.4+0.6
5.6+0.6+0.5

0.27+0.05+0.04
0.27+0.05+0.04
&0.5 (90% C.L.)
& 13 (90%%uo C.L.)

2.4+0. 1+0.4
30+2+5

8 (8 ApX)

f~, =B (B~ApX) /B (B~AX)

Results assuming all A have A,+ parentage
2.3+0.4+0.3

54+ 11+10
2.9+0.5+0.5

76+11+8

states other than A,+NX contribute to B decay, this ex-
clusive branching fraction would increase. In Tables VI
and VII, we present a numerical summary of our results
and compare them with previously published results.
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APPENDIX: MONTE CARLO MODEL
OF B-MESON DECAYS INTO BARYONS

In this appendix we describe a model of B decays to
baryons, which simultaneously reproduces the shape of
the p, A, and A, spectra within the limits of the experi-
mental errors. The success of this model further supports
the results of our studies on AA, A-lepton, and pp corre-

lations in B decays, on which we reported in the body of
this paper. The salient features of this model are the fol-
lowing.

(a) All decays of B mesons to baryons proceed through
final states of the form A,+Nx. These states are generated
using a Monte Carlo model with a V —A decay matrix
element and decays of the form B~H W; H is an inter-
mediate particle with mass M&&, which then decays to
A, N. The 8' couples to e v, p v, ~ ~, and ud in ra-
tio 12:11:2:75,which is chosen to be consistent with the
measured B semileptonic branching fractions. Coupling
to the cs pair is not allowed kinematically for the range of
masses used for H. The mass of the intermediate H is
chosen according to a Breit-Wigner distribution, whose
peak, width, and minimum and maximum mass cutoff
values are free parameters of the model. The choice of
the Breit-Wigner shape is simply based on convenience
and should not be interpreted to have any dynamical con-
tent.

(b) All the A and p observed in 8 decays are from the
secondary decays of the A,+ while the p are produced in
association with it. Only a small fraction of the A,+ de-
cays has been measured, so we chose a model which
reproduces the observed branching fractions into A, p,
and n, and also agrees with the measured semileptonic
branching fraction. The A,+ branching fractions into

Variable

TABLE VII. Estimated branching fractions and ratios (%).

Final states assumed limited to A,+NX and:-, YX
ARGUS [4] This paper
only A, NX only A,+NX :-,YX included

8 (8~A,+X)
8 (8 nX)
B(B~nX) (without A)
8 (A, pX)
8 (A,+ ~nX)
8 (A,+ ~AX)
8 ( A,+ ~pX) (without A )

8 ( A,+~nX) (without A )

8 ( A,+ ~pE ~+ )

8(8:",X)/8 (8 A,+X)
4. 1+2.4

6.4+0.8+0.8

4.7+1.1+1.2
3.3+ l. 1+1.2

50+8+14
50+8+14
59+10+12
12+10+16
29+9+15

4.3+1.0+0.8

5. 1+1.0

45+15

5 ~ 5+1.7
25+12
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Ae+v, A(qq)e+v, Ap v, A(qq)p+v, A(ud), and

A(qq }(ud ) are selected as 1.8, 1.2, 1.8, 1.2, 32.0, and 22.0
percent, respectively, and add up to 60 percent [40] for
the inclusive branching fraction to A. The branching
fractions to p(su )e+v, p (su )p+v, p(su }ud, and p(sd )

are selected as 1.0, 1.0, 3.6, and 14.4 percent, respective-
ly, adding up to 20 percent for the inclusive branching
fraction to protons without a A intermediate state. We
chose the inclusive branching fraction to neutrons to be
20 percent with contributions of 1.0, 1.0, and 18.0 per-
cent from the decays n (sd )e+v, n (sd ) )M+ v, and
n (sd )(ud ), respectively. The A,+ semileptonic branching
fractions add up to 10 percent in the model [15].

(c} All "qq ~hadrons" processes are allowed to
proceed according to the Lund prescription [41]. The ra-
tio of popping ss relative to uu and dd is set to 10:45:45.

We simultaneously fit the A,+, A, and p momentum
spectra obtained from the data by varying the parameters
of the II mass distribution. The best overall fit is ob-
tained when choosing a distribution with peak at 3.35
GeV/c, width (FWHM) of 0.50 GeV/c, and an allowed
mass range from 3.23 to 4.50 GeV/c . The minimum
mass cutoff is dictated by the rest mass of the A,+N com-
bination. In Figs. 2, 4, and 6 we show the Monte Carlo
predictions from this model for p, A,+, and A, as smooth
curves over the measured momentum spectra. The
confidence level of each of these fits is about 23%. Better
fits to individual spectra could be obtained by varying the
model parameters. Figure 4 also shows Monte Carlo pre-
dictions for the A,+ spectrum for two-, three-, and four-
body contributions of the form A,+pm n(m =0, 1. , and 2).
From the displayed curves it is clear that the decay is
dominated by many-body exclusive channels. The latter
model predicts an average of three other particles in asso-
ciation with A,+N.

The = spectra may arise due to contributions from
B A,+X with A,+~:- X and from B~:-,X with
:-,—+ = X. CLEO has observed [14] the decay
A,+~:- E+m+ and has also observed the continuum
production of:", and:-,+ baryons in the decay modes

and:" m+m. +, respectively [42]. In Fig. 8 the
solid curve represents the Monte Carlo prediction from
the model B~A, NX as outlined in the last paragraph,
but now with A,+~:- K+~+. All parameters of the II
mass distribution are the same as used for fitting the p, A,
and A,+ spectra. We see that the predicted spectrum
from this model is too soft to fit the data. It could be
made harder if we choose the decay A,+~:-*E+.

We also indicate in Fig. 8 results from a model in
which B~:-,XX with:-, ~:- X. In analogy with the
model B~A,+NX, we introduce an intermediate particle
II, so that B~IIS' and II—+=,X. The W is now al-

lowed to couple to e v, p v, and ud in the ratio
12:11:77. The mass of the II particle again follows a
Breit-Wigner distribution, but now with its peak at 4.3
GeV/c, a width (FWHM) of 500 MeV/c, and an al-
lowed mass range from 3.66 to 5.0 GeV/c . These pa-
rameters were obtained from fitting the model predictions
to the measured:- momentum spectrum with the
branching fractions of:-, into = e+v, = p+v, and

(ud) fixed at 5, 5, and 90 percent, respectively. The
lower II mass cut now corresponds to the rest mass of the
:-,X combination. The long dashed curve is the spec-
trum obtained if the =, decays to = n.+. If instead the
:-, decays to = X or to = ~+n. the momentum spec-
trum is softer and essentially indistinguishable from the
short dashed curve, which is the functional fit as de-
scribed in the body of the text.

The above Monte Carlo model for B decays to baryons
should be considered as an algorithm for reproducing the
momentum spectra. The p, A, and A,+ momentum spec-
tra are reproduced fairly by the above model. The as-
sumption that all baryons are produced from final states
of the form A,+NX is further supported by A-lepton and
AA correlation studies as reported in the body of the pa-
per, lending dynamical support for the model. The =
spectrum is not reproduced so well, but this may be due
to lack of information on all A,+ decay modes involving

In any case, we can reproduce the " spectrum by
introducing final states of the form ",XX.
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